
IN THE HIGH COURT OF TANZANIA 

IN THE DISTRICT REGISTRY 

AT MWANZA 

APPELLATE JURISDICTION 

CONSOLIDATED CRIM. APPEAL NOS. 70, 71 , 72  AND 73 OF 2018

(Original Criminal Case No. 60 of 2017 of the District Court of Sengerema at
Sengerema)

MAJESHI MAPULI & 3 OTHERS................................... APPELLANTS

VERSUS

THE REPUBLIC........................................................... RESPONDENT

JUDGMENT
08/11/2018 & 21/01/2019

RUMANYIKA, J.:

Appeal Nos. 70, 71, 72 and 73 of 2018, pursuant to my 10/10/2018 

order consolidated and as such determined are against the 17/11/2017 

conviction for charges of Armed Robbery Contrary to Section 284 A of 

the Penal Code Cap. 16 R.E. 2002 and 30 years custodial sentences. 

Appellants are, for avoidance of doubts Majeshi Mapuli, Masanja Lutema, 

Adamu Mussa and Enos Charles (hereinafter referred to as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd 

and 4th appellants) respectively.

The nine (9) grounds of appeal revolve around 8 points, rephrased as 

under:-



1. That the property allegedly stolen were improperly identified.

2. That name of the victim not disclosed hence defective charges.

3. That appellants were not properly identified.

4. That cautioned statement(s) were out of the irascible time recorded.

5. That search and seizure were improper.

6. That particulars of offence and evidence adduced materially

were at variance.

Appellants appeared in persons. Mr. Robert Kidando and Ms. Gisela 

Alex learned state attorneys appeared for the respondent Republic.

Appellants did not have anything to add to their memoranda of 

appeals. They, for obvious reasons agreed with the State Attorney 

therefore submitted nothing.

Mr. Robert Kidando learned State Attorney readily supported the 

appeals for 4 main reasons and prayed appeals to be allowed. That the 

trial court improperly evaluated the evidence. As pw2 and pw3 neither 

knew appellants before nor named and described them at the earliest 

possible opportunity. That even if that one was not the case; the two key 

witnesses in their evidence referred to difference sources of light that 

enabled them identify appellant. Torch or solar light respectively? What a 

contradiction and unreliable evidence?

With regard to evidence leading to arrest of appellants, it left much 

to be desired. The 1st appellant having been found selling a sub-hoofer 

irrelevant to the case/charges.
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None of the allegedly through M-pesa money and mobile phone 

stolen was by the material print out sufficiently proved.

That Exhibit P3 (3rd appellant's cautioned statement) wasn't properly 

admitted in evidence. As it was not tested. As was produced against him 

but in his absence.

That Exhibit P6 (2nd appellant's cautioned statement) also was 

improperly admitted. He retracted it, but mandatory inquiries not even 

attempted. That the learned magistrate just accepted and admitted it. So 

was the 1st and 4th appellants' statements.

The evidence in a nutshell runs as follows:-

PW1 H. 3700 DC. Athuman of CID Sengerema Police Station stated 

that upon receiving information on 16/01/2016 at 6:45 p.m. that the 1st 

appellant had offered selling a set of sub-hoofer without receipts, the latter 

was arrested, he confessed, and, in the course named fellows. That they 

were found in possession of breaking instruments and some property 

allegedly stolen in the incident.

PW2 James Gabriel Msongo, a teacher of Igalagililo stated that as 

was together with wife in bed at the material 1:40a.m. of 15/01/2016, 

robbers invaded and broke into demanding Shs. 6.0 million with menaces. 

That they took with them only Shs. 190,000/= that he actually had. That 

he identified the 1st and 2nd appellants. Whereby the 1st tied him up with a 

rope and the other one demanded money from wife. That the bandits also 

robbed them Shs. 140,000/= through M-pesa and a list of assortment of 

items. Total valued at Shs. 1,052,000/= That he reported the incident



same night, local leaders like VEO and policemen arrived shortly and a 

week later he identified the 2nd appellant at police station. That is it.

PW3 Elizabeth Wilson stated that she was a businesswoman thereof 

and wife of PW2. Her evidence was more or less a replica of the PW's. But 

also stated that she identified the 2nd and 4th appellants. That light from 

the next house and inside assisted her.

PW4 Miraji Saidi Nzumira a police officer and DTO of Kwimba 

(formerly OC-CID Sengerema) stated that from informers, he learnt about 

the incident on 16/01/2016 (evidence as per pwl).

PW5 G. 2197 DC.Mati stated that following the incident, he recorded 

the 3rd appellant's cautioned statement on 17/01/2016 (copy was in 

absence of the maker (reportedly escaped) admitted- Exhibit "P3".

PW6 G. 5052 DC. Shadrack stated that he recorded the 2ndappellant's 

cautioned statement on 18/01/2016 (Exhibit "P6). Also with regard to the 

M-pesa money, he tendered copy of the print out (Exhibit "P4") and the 

respective handset (Exhibit "P5").

PW7 F. 5450 DC. Nyamhanga of CID Sengerema stated that he took 

up the matter on 17/01/2016. Whereby the 1st appellant confessed, named 

fellows, were all arrested and some items and equipment recovered. That 

they were all charged and accordingly arraigned.

PW8 F. 5939 DC. Mathew stated that he, with regard to the incident 

(burglary and stealing), recorded a witness's statement. That also he



recorded the 4th appellant's cautioned statement (retracted but without 

inquiries court admitted it as Exhibit "P8").

DW1 Majeshi Mapuli denied the charges. That he was arrested on 

16/01/2016 and charged (save for the PW2's u-turn) on police statement, 

copy was admitted as Exhibit "Dl").

DW2 Masanja Lutema (like dwl denied all). That upon being arrested 

and retained at police station, he was not arraigned until as late as 

25/01/2016.

DW3 Adam Mussa also denied all the charges. That he was arrested 

at Sengerema on 16/01/2016, he was asked to identify people whom he 

didn't know before and forcefully signed against a statement whose 

contents and substance he didn't know. Then was arraigned in court.That 

is it.

The central issue is whether appellants were properly identified and 

or found in possession of the property stolen. The answer is no. Reasons 

are:-

One; As was argued and submitted by Robert Kidando learned State 

Attorney, the appellants were in the materia! night not properly 

identified. Not only source of light was not sufficiently named, (torch 

lights or solar lamps?), but also its strength/intensity was not even 

stated. Leave alone distance from the witness(s) and those identified. 

It is settled law that evidence of visual identification at night is the 

weakest kind ever. Unless possibilities of mistaken identity were all 

ruled out.
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Two; pwl and pw2 (spouses and the sole eye witnesses) may have 
had recognized the 1st, 2nd, 4th appellants yes! But they did not, at 

the earliest possible opportunity name or even describe them. The 

omission left much to the desired. The law is long settled that ability 

of a witness at the earliest opportunity possible to name accused 

described his reliability and credibility.

Three; With regard to appellants' cautioned statements, not only 

was contrary to Sections 50 and 51 of the Criminal Procedure Act 

Cap. 20 R.E. 2002 out of the prescribed time recorded, in which case 

they should have been discounted. Despite the fact that the 4th 

appellant retracted it, but the learned resident magistrate just 

admitted it (Exhibit P8) without mandatory inquiries even attempted. 

Leave alone Exhibit "P3" admitted in absence of the accused whose 

authenticity was not tested. The two cautioned statements are 

accordingly expunged from the records.

Now that the 2 cautioned statements are gone, nothing 

would remain.

Last, but not least point was that the learned trial resident 

magistrate did not evaluate the evidence. He simply reproduced the same. 

In absence of a critically analyzed/evaluated evidence, one could not have 

appreciated whether or not the court decided the case only on account of
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misapprehension of the evidence. Now that no evaluation of evidence was 

done, it cannot 100% be said the impugned decision was a reasoned one.

Suffice the 5 points to dispose of the appeals. Appeals are allowed 

entirely. Unless were legally further held, appellants be released from 

prison forthwith. Ordered accordingly.

Delivered under my hand and seal of the court in chambers this 21st 

January, 2019 in the presence of Ms. Lilian Meli for the respondent, 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd appellants, in the absence of the 4th appellant.

DEPUTY REGISTRAR

21/ 01/2019


